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ABSTRACT
We study the effect of inclination on the apparent brightness of star-forming galaxies in
spectral passbands that are commonly used as star formation indicators. As diagnostics we
use mass-to-light ratios in three passbands: the UV continuum at 280 nm, the Hα emission
line, and the FIR 24μ band. We include a study of inclination trends in the IR/UV ratio
(‘IRX’) and the IR/Hα ratio. Our sample comprises a few hundred galaxies from the region
around the clusters Abell 901/902 with deep data and inclinations measured from outer discs
in Hubble Space Telescope images. As a novelty, the Hα- and separately the N II emission
are measured by tunable-filter imaging and encompass galaxies in their entirety. At galaxy
stellar masses above log M∗/M� � 10 we find trends in the UV and Hα mass-to-light ratio that
suggest an inclination-induced attenuation from face-on to edge-on of ∼1 mag and ∼0.7 mag
in UV and Hα, respectively, implying that star formation rates of edge-on galaxies would be
underestimated by ∼2.5 × in UV and ∼2 × in Hα. We find the luminosities in UV and Hα

to be well correlated, but the optical depth of diffuse dust that causes inclination dependence
appears to be lower for stars emitting at 280 nm than for gas clouds emitting Balmer lines. For
galaxies with log M∗/M� � 9.7, we find no measurable effect at >0.1 mag. The absence of
an inclination dependence at 24μ confirms that the average galaxy is optically thin in the FIR.

Key words: dust, extinction – galaxies: clusters: general – galaxies: general – galaxies: star
formation – infrared: galaxies – ultraviolet: galaxies.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The appearance of galaxies is largely determined by their luminous
components, i.e. stars and ionized gas clouds. A second factor is
extinction of galaxy light due to dust inside them, where geometry
and amount of dust determine how a galaxy appears from different
viewing angles. Star-forming disc galaxies are the most common
type of galaxy, and they contain a fair amount of dust, mostly in a
disc thinner than the stellar disc (Xilouris et al. 1999), at least in

� E-mail: christian.wolf@anu.edu.au (CW); Alfonso.Aragon@nottingham.
ac.uk (AAS)

galaxies that are large enough to be ordered by significant rotation
(Dalcanton, Yoachim & Bernstein 2004).

Disc galaxies viewed edge-on usually display impressive dust
bands that clearly obscure much of a galaxy’s stars and gas clouds,
while those seen face-on show their dust more as a filigree pattern
woven subtly into their spiral arms. This difference in prominence
and optical depth of the dust is even clearer when considering
viewing points inside the dust disc, e.g. the Earth’s location inside
the Milky Way. When we look out of our Galaxy’s disc at steep
angles, only a few per cent of the light is absorbed before arriving
at Earth. But when we look along a line of sight running within the
disc itself, the view is quickly blocked; visual light from the centre
of the Milky Way arrives at Earth only after being diminished by a
factor of up to one trillion (Catchpole, Whitelock & Glass 1990).
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Extinction trends with inclination 3789

For a while, a debate has raged about whether disc galaxies are
optically thin or thick (Holmberg 1958; Disney, Davies & Phillipps
1989; Valentijn 1990; Xilouris et al. 1999; Holwerda et al. 2005),
but it seems there is convergence to the view that discs are optically
thick only when viewed edge-on or in their innermost parts, see
Calzetti (2001) for a review, and also Wild et al. (2011).

Many details of the spatial distribution between luminous com-
ponents and absorbing dust are important for the appearance of a
galaxy in different spectral passbands, as discussed e.g. by Popescu
et al. (2011). However, the viewing angle of a galaxy, or incli-
nation, is still an obvious primary ordering parameter that can be
easily measured. Hence, several past works have considered the ef-
fect of inclination on the apparent sizes, concentration, brightness,
and colour of galaxies (e.g. Holmberg 1958; Giovanelli et al. 1994;
Tully et al. 1998; Masters, Giovanelli & Haynes 2003; Driver et al.
2007; Cho & Park 2009; Maller et al. 2009; Masters et al. 2010;
Wild et al. 2011; Devour & Bell 2016, 2017; Battisti, Calzetti &
Chary 2017). It is found that the inclination of a galaxy affects esti-
mates of its physical properties, such as the population mix and total
mass of its stars (see review by Conroy 2013); when considering
samples of galaxies it causes an underestimation of the average cos-
mic matter density (e.g. Driver et al. 2007); it complicates attempts
to understand galaxy evolution from comparisons with simulations
(e.g. Somerville & Primack 1999; McKinnon et al. 2017); and it
causes apparently random, flux-limited samples of galaxies to suf-
fer from selective incompleteness that even affects cosmological
studies; finally, measurements of the star formation rate (SFR) are
affected by inclination (Morselli et al. 2016; Leslie et al. 2018).

On the other hand, changes in galaxy appearance with incli-
nation are an opportunity to learn about the dust itself. A first
step towards a more structured picture of dust is a two-component
model (e.g. Lonsdale Persson & Helou 1987; Charlot & Fall 2000;
Tuffs et al. 2004) with diffuse dust and clumpy dust: diffuse cirrus-
like dust pervades the disc of the Milky Way and other galax-
ies with a high fill factor at low density, while high-density dust
clumps enshroud the birth clouds of stars with high optical depth
but moderate and constantly evolving covering factors as the radi-
ation from the new-born stars blows away the dust within less than
10 Myr.

Most observations to date appear consistent with this two-
component picture (e.g. Wild et al. 2011), including the fact that
Balmer emission from star-forming regions is more extinguished
than the stellar continuum of older stars by a factor of two or more
(Kennicutt 1983; Calzetti, Kinney & Storchi-Bergmann 1994; Yip
et al. 2010; Hao et al. 2011; Wild et al. 2011) due to high opti-
cal depth of the dusty birth clouds. When galaxies are inclined in
the two-component model, the line of sight through cirrus becomes
longer and the optical depth of dust larger; however, the total ex-
tinction of new-born stars embedded in birth clouds increases less
in relative terms than the extinction of older stars, whose face-on
extinction by the low-density cirrus is expected to be mild. As the
extinction of stars depends not only on inclination but also age, the
effective attenuation curves of the integrated stellar population in
a galaxy may change with inclination. Effective attenuation curves
are light-weighted and thus susceptible to changes in the apparent
mix of stellar populations in the integrated light of a galaxy, even
when the local composition and extinction law of the dust is con-
stant throughout the galaxy (Calzetti et al. 1994; Wild et al. 2011;
Battisti et al. 2017).

Previous studies have shown that dust opacity in galaxy discs
has (i) a radial dependence, where centres are more extinguished
than outskirts of discs (Valentijn 1994; Peletier et al. 1995; Hol-

werda et al. 2005; Tacchella et al. 2017); (ii) a type dependence,
where early-type spirals have higher opacities than late-type discs
(de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991; Han 1992; Masters et al. 2010); (iii)
a luminosity dependence, where the mean extinction of the disc
increases towards more luminous galaxies (Giovanelli et al. 1995;
Tully et al. 1998; Masters et al. 2003), but turns over at the highest
luminosities, where the specific SFR drops (Masters et al. 2010;
Devour & Bell 2016); and (iv) spiral arms are more opaque than
interarm regions (Beckman et al. 1996; White, Keel & Conselice
2000; Holwerda et al. 2005). Cho & Park (2009) found that ex-
tinction changes with concentration of the galaxy, and Grootes
et al. (2013) note that the central face-on B-band dust optical
depth in a galaxy is correlated with its mean stellar mass surface
density.

Previous work has mostly addressed the effects of inclination
on the appearance of galaxies in the stellar continuum light of
UV-optical and near-infrared passbands. Generally, it is observed
that measuring additional extinction as galaxy orientation changes
from face-on to edge-on is easier than assessing total extinction,
although approaches exist for the latter (e.g. Driver et al. 2007).
For instance, Masters et al. (2010) find that the average extinction
added from face-on to edge-on in the passbands of Sloan Digi-
tal Sky Survey (SDSS, York et al. 2000) ranges from 0.4 mag in
i-band to 0.7 mag in u-band for the integrated light of a galaxy,
and Devour & Bell (2016) find similar values but can distinguish
trends with mass and star formation. Studies of integrated light
of course average over a range of behaviour from negligible ex-
tinction in the outer parts to high obscuration in galaxy centres.
Some work has considered trends in the extinction of Balmer
lines, but such data were mostly drawn from SDSS fibre spec-
tra, which concentrate on small central areas in galaxies and thus
fail to represent their discs (e.g. Yip et al. 2010; Wild et al. 2011;
Battisti et al. 2017).

In this paper, we look specifically at the inclination dependence of
total galaxy luminosity in passbands that are used as star formation
indicators, notably the UV 280 nm continuum, the integrated Hα-
line luminosity and the far-infrared continuum in the Spitzer 24μ

band. Specifically, the 24μ luminosity is a star formation indicator
that should be largely independent of inclination, such that the ratio
of UV-to-IR and Hα-to-IR luminosity can directly reflect UV- and
Hα-extinction.

We work with a comparatively small sample of a few hun-
dred galaxies, but compared to SDSS our spatial resolution is
larger, and also our multiband images have vastly deeper surface
brightness sensitivity; this allows fitting the outer disc contours
as opposed to relying on inner axis ratios that are more easily
biased by bulges and bars; finally, our deep Hα and [NII] line
imaging captures Hα light from across the entire galaxy disc,
thus matching the Hα-footprint consistently to the other pass-
bands and avoiding aperture biases. We use a volume-limited
sample of galaxies around a cluster at a fixed distance (redshift
z ≈ 0.16) and thus avoid a dispersion of K-corrections within the
sample.

In Section 2, we describe our multiwavelength data and the
sample, including inclination biases in stellar-mass determination.
In Section 3, we measure the slopes of our M∗/Lband ratios in
UV, Hα, and FIR versus stellar mass and inclination, and con-
sider in particular the infrared excess over UV and Hα. This
is followed by a discussion and summary. We adopt a flat �

cold dark matter cosmology with �� = 0.7 and H0 = 70 km
s−1 Mpc−1, which fixes the luminosity distance to our target
cluster at DL = 791 Mpc. We use Vega magnitudes through-
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out the paper, and a bolometric luminosity for the Sun of
L�,bol = 3.823 × 1033 erg s−1.

2 DATA

This work brings together data from several wavelengths and obser-
vatories, while it focuses on one particular galaxy cluster system at
z ∼ 0.165, the Abell 901/2 system of four sub-clusters. We aim to
study how the brightness of star-forming disc galaxies is affected by
inclination, and thus combine measurements of galaxy inclination
and stellar mass with measures of mass-to-light (M∗/L) ratios in dif-
ferent spectral passbands. Our interest lies primarily in passbands
used as SFR indicators. We include:

(i) luminosities observed in the UV continuum at rest-frame
280 nm, which is emitted mostly by young stars of <100 Myr
age and which may have migrated away from their birth regions but
still reside in the thin star-forming disc of a galaxy;

(ii) the Hα-emission line, which mostly originates from star-
forming regions with very young stars of <10 Myr age surrounded
by ionized gas (H II regions), but includes a significant component of
diffuse interstellar gas; Popescu et al. (2011) suggest that 60 per cent
of UV photons escape the clumpy dust around H II regions, and
Calzetti (2013) suggests that these could ionize gas within 1 kpc of
the star-forming region;

(iii) the far-infrared continuum at 24μ, which is emission from
dust heated mostly by the young stars, but partially by intermediate-
age stars (and references therein Calzetti 2013); by mass most of
the dust is in a diffuse component, while a fraction of perhaps
<15 per cent is clumpy and enshrouds star-forming regions (Grootes
et al. 2013).

We restrict the analysis to normally star-forming galaxies, where
these measurements are not affected by light from active galactic
nuclei (AGN). We identify and deselect AGN using their [N II]/Hα

line ratio, and we separate dust-poor red-sequence galaxies from
normally dusty star-forming galaxies with optical SEDs.

2.1 Data sources

This cluster system was initially observed in detail by the survey
Classifying Objects by Medium-Band Observations in 17 bands
(COMBO-17; Wolf et al. 2003, 2004), which provided photomet-
ric redshifts for most of the cluster galaxies with a precision of δz

< 0.005, on the order of the velocity dispersion of the individual
sub-clusters and smaller than some of the velocity differences be-
tween them. From this data, Wolf, Gray & Meisenheimer (2005)
selected a largely complete sample of 795 cluster members down
to a luminosity of MV = −17. COMBO-17 provides luminosities
for several passbands obtained by SED fitting. The COMBO-17
SEDs are corrected for foreground extinction by interstellar dust
(AR = 0.1476). Measurements of the rest-frame 280 nm passband
at z ∼ 0.16 required minor extrapolation as the bluest observed filter
is centred on a rest frame wavelength of 310 nm; this is expected to
change the estimates of L280 by less than 1–2 per cent. All objects
in the cluster sample have reliably measured rest-frame 280 nm
luminosities, as the sample cut does not exploit the depth of the
COMBO-17 imaging.

Wolf et al. (2005) also presented a colour–colour diagram to
isolate the true red sequence from star-forming galaxies across their
whole range of colour, and showed how in some colour indices
star-forming galaxies can be even redder than quiescent galaxies
with old populations (see also Masters et al. 2010). As a result,

they distinguish between quiescent and dust-poor old red galaxies
and similarly red but moderately star-forming and moderately dusty
galaxies, which they called dusty red to contrast them against truly
old red cases. In this work, old red galaxies are removed from the
sample as they are expected to have little dust and star formation.

Observations with Spitzer allowed the study of obscured star
formation in the cluster galaxies from MIPS 24μ data (Bell et al.
2007; Gallazzi et al. 2009; Wolf et al. 2009). Sources are detected
to a flux limit of 58 mJy, corresponding to a SFR of 0.14 M� yr−1

(Bell et al. 2007), but we expect the sample to be only ∼30 per cent
complete at this level, while 80 per cent completeness is reached at
93 mJy. Given a PSF of ∼6 arcsec FWHM, or 18 kpc at the cluster
distance, galaxies are mostly unresolved in the 24μ images, but are
thus also not susceptible to size and inclination biases in detection.

Bell et al. (2004) estimated stellar masses for COMBO-17 galax-
ies using the prescription of Bell & de Jong (2001). Based on that
the cluster sample is complete at log M∗/M� � 8.75 for a Chabrier
(2003) initial mass function (IMF). The COMBO-17 SEDs under-
lying these mass estimates are, however, constructed from central-
aperture (∼4.5 kpc) SED measurements that are corrected for aper-
ture losses using a single deep (R5σ = 26) R-band image from
COMBO-17. This implies that the mass-to-light ratios are biased in
large galaxies with colour gradients; specifically, they are probably
overestimated by �0.25 dex in spiral galaxies of log M∗/M� > 11
(Wolf et al. 2009). In this paper, we use stellar mass itself first as
an ordering parameter for the galaxy population, where a stretch
of the scale at the massive end is inconsequential for our analysis.
The Hα-selection explained below also eliminates the most massive
galaxies that are most affected by this problem from the analysis.
We also use mass-to-light ratios as a crucial diagnostic for extinc-
tion, so that biases in their derivation are important, and we will
discuss these in Section 2.4.

The field was then observed with the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) in the F606W filter, and covered by 80 tiles of the Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS), as part of the Space Telescope Abell
901/2 Galaxy Evolution Survey (STAGES; Gray et al. 2009). All
galaxies in the cluster sample are well-detected in the �2 000 s
HST exposures and show light profiles to a surface brightness of
μV606 = 26.5 magarcsec−2. The superior spatial resolution of ∼0.1
arcsec supplies morphological detail at a resolution of 300 pc. In
this work, the HST data are used to measure disc inclinations and
apertures to re-derive multiband photometry.

More recent observations of the Hα and [N II] emission lines
were obtained by the OSIRIS Mapping of Emission-line Galaxies in
A901/2 survey (OMEGA, Chies-Santos et al. 2015; Rodı́guez del
Pino et al. 2017). These were carried out with the Optical System for
Imaging and low Resolution Integrated Spectroscopy (OSIRIS) in-
strument (Cepa et al. 2013) on the 10.4 m Gran Telescopio Canarias
(GTC) and cover ∼70 per cent of the COMBO-17 area. The data
set consists of Fabry-Pérot narrow-band images with 14 Å FWHM,
from which low-resolution emission-line spectra were constructed
with up to 48 wavelength points for each galaxy. Spectral fluxes are
measured in galaxy-specific apertures of 2.5× the size of the galaxy
semimajor axis in the HST/F606W image. Within the cluster sample
defined above, OMEGA detected 439 galaxies with an Hα flux of
fHα > 3 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 and an Hα equivalent width of WHα

> 3 Å (Rodı́guez del Pino et al. 2017). The separately measured
[N II]-line allows us to type galaxies into star-forming versus AGNs.
We note that we have no data on the Hβ-line, which is often used
to estimate extinction on Balmer line-emitting gas.

Since the compilation of Gray et al. (2009), updates have been
made to the Spitzer data set (adding 14 objects by improved cross-
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matching) and the OMEGA data were only obtained later. We also
rederived improved total UV luminosities to match the total fluxes
measured in the 24μ and Hα images.

2.2 Galaxy inclinations

Galaxies are inclined at mostly random angles in the sky, but their
inclination angle may affect their brightness depending on the pass-
band of observation. While stars are expected to radiate mostly
isotropically, they are viewed through lines of sight traversing dif-
ferent parts of their galaxy. As a galaxy’s inclination dictates the
column density of dust along that line of sight, it determines how
much light is absorbed from young stars and star-forming regions.
Large edge-on galaxies, e.g. are seen through the longest line of
sight of extinguishing dust and typically appear very red in UV-
optical colours, irrespective of their SFR.

We define galaxy inclination i to be the angle between a galaxy’s
disc plane and the plane of the sky, such that face-on galaxies
have i = 0◦. Assuming an axisymmetric, infinitesimally thin disc,
the inclination angle is related to the ratio of semiminor axis to
semimajor axis (b/a) by cos i = b/a, but Hubble (1926) already
accounted for the thickness of a galaxy from an intrinsic axis ratio
q using the equation

cos i =
√

(b/a)2 − q2

1 − q2
. (1)

We follow the literature, which has long used log a/b as an ordering
parameter for inclination (e.g de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991; Giovanelli
et al. 1994; Masters et al. 2010), and has measured dust extinction
by fitting the slope γ in the expression Aband = a + γ loga/b, where
Aband is the total attenuation of light in a passband. We take the
intrinsic thickness of galaxy discs into account by capping the axis
ratio at log a/b = 0.8, equivalent to an average axis ratio of edge-on
galaxies of q ≈ 0.16 (similar to Maller et al. 2009), while measured
values range from 0.1 to 0.22 for Sd to Sa galaxies, respectively
(Unterborn & Ryden 2008; Masters et al. 2010).

A standard way to measure galaxy inclination is to fit ellipses to
a photometric image (e.g. Jedrzejewski 1987). We use the IRAF
ellipse task with a fixed centre to determine the ellipticity and
position angle of the outer galaxy disc at a surface brightness of
μV 606,AB = 26.5 mag arcsec−2 (for details, see Maltby et al. 2012).
This approach minimizes bias from bulges on the inclination mea-
surement except for nearly edge-on viewing angles, where the bulge
may appear wider than the outer disc itself.

2.3 Sample definitions

In this work, we consider galaxy luminosities and especially mass-
to-light ratios in three different passbands as a function of galaxy
mass and inclination. However, the detections in these passbands
come with different limits and are made in different footprints. The
data for the UV continuum at 280 nm cover the widest area and has
the deepest detection limits. The Hα data covers ∼70 per cent of
that area and have detection limits such that 439 out of 795 galaxies
have both UV and Hα detections.

Fig. 1 shows this sample in the left-hand panel, together with two
lines approximating completeness limits: the horizontal line at an
Hα luminosity of log LHα/(erg s−1) = 39.72 represents a complete-
ness limit corresponding to a line flux of 7 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2 at
the luminosity distance of A901/2 (DL = 791 Mpc), below which
the number counts of Hα-detections turn over. We cut the sample

at an Hα equivalent width of WHα = 3 Å, approximated by a diag-
onal line, below which the line detection itself is unreliable. This
cut effectively excludes only red-sequence galaxies with little star
formation.

From the Hα sample of 439 galaxies we reject 47 objects that
are either flagged with large errors or are classed as red-sequence
galaxies (‘old red’) based on the COMBO-17 SED, which means
that their Hα and UV emission is unlikely to originate from young
stars and star formation. Next we reject 77 galaxies, whose [NII]/Hα

line ratios suggest that they are likely affected by either nuclear
activity or environmentally induced shocks, following the WHAN
diagram of Cid Fernandes et al. (2011). We identify these objects on
the basis of the OMEGA line-fit, and consider galaxies as possible
AGN when the Bayesian fit probability is over 90 per cent that
log[NII]/Hα > −0.4 (see Rodı́guez del Pino et al. 2017); the likely
AGN mostly show lower specific Hα luminosity. This leaves 315
galaxies in the combined UV/Hα sample; the middle panel of Fig. 1
shows their UV luminosities.

Out of these 315 galaxies, 297 are contained in the footprint of
the 24μ data (see right-hand panel of Fig. 1); this includes 109
detections above 58 mJy arranged in a star-forming main sequence
of galaxies, that appears to be complete at log M∗/M� � 9.75,
where we find 74 objects, with the most massive galaxy having an
estimated mass of log M∗/M� = 11.28. In the following, we use
two samples:

(i) an IR-complete higher mass sample with 74 galaxies selected
by log M∗/M� > 9.75 and log LIR/L�,bol > 9.16 that roughly cor-
responds to SFRIR � 0.14M� yr−1; and

(ii) a UV-complete lower mass sample with 172 galaxies selected
by log M∗/M� = [8.75, 9.75], drawn from a slightly larger area.

We note that inclination-dependent incompleteness of our sam-
ple should not affect the isotropic IR- and deep UV-data, but they
could affect Hα detections of highly inclined galaxies at the lower
mass sample limits; however, previous works have found only little
overall extinction in low-mass galaxies (Tully et al. 1998; Masters
et al. 2010), so this effect is not expected to be significant.

2.4 Mass-to-light ratios and star formation

Most of the analysis in this paper concerns trends of dust extinction
with galaxy inclination, which could be inferred in two ways: first
by measuring inclination trends of luminosity in an extinguished
passband relative to a not extinguished one, and second by measur-
ing inclination trends in the mass-to-light ratio of galaxies. We will
first do the latter, although it is less reliable, because we can apply
it to both the low-mass and the high-mass sample; then we come
back to the former, which is the better measure, but for us works
only in the high-mass sample.

Using a sample at fixed luminosity distance and ignoring a mean
M∗/Lband ratio for face-on galaxies, M/L-trends can be measured
from (i) apparent total fluxes in the relevant passbands and (b) stel-
lar masses. Total fluxes are moderately straight-forward to measure,
although inclination can affect surface brightness and thus sensitiv-
ity to total light. We avoid biases from surface brightness changes
by using consistent, large apertures in Hα and UV (the unresolved
24μ images are independent of inclination).

The stellar mass, however, is derived from an estimate of the
M∗/LV ratio that is based on the dust-extinguished optical SED from
the inclined galaxy. We estimate stellar mass using the method of
Bell & de Jong (2001), although the reliability of their approach
has been debated: for dust extinction with RV = 3, their masses
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3792 C. Wolf et. al.

Figure 1. Sample of star-forming galaxies in the cluster Abell 901/2 used in this paper. Left: Hα-line luminosity versus stellar mass; the main sample (dark
points) is complete at line fluxes >7 × 10−17 erg s−1 cm−2, corresponding to a luminosity of log LHα /(ergs−1) = 39.72 (horizontal line) at DL = 791 Mpc; it
is also complete at WHα > 3 Å (diagonal line). Light symbols mark objects removed from the sample because of AGN or shock contribution to their emission
lines. Centre: UV 280 nm luminosity of the main sample. Right: IR luminosity from Spitzer data with detection limits at log LIR/L�,bol = 9.16.

Figure 2. Cumulative stellar-mass histograms of galaxies in inclination
bins for the low-mass sample (left) and the all IR-detected galaxies with
log LIR/L�,bol > 9.16 (right). The IR-detected sample shows signs of mass
underestimation at higher inclination.

are supposed to be correct in an optically thin extinction scenario,
where the loss of light is exactly compensated by an increase in the
inferred M∗/LV ratio due to reddening. However, as the colour of a
galaxy is light-weighted, so is the M∗/LV ratio, and heavily absorbed
galaxy components behind optically thick dust will fail to be taken
into account in both light and mass.

Hence, if the method for estimating M∗/L from the SED has
some inclination dependence that is not accounted for, such a bias
trend with inclination will propagate into the trends we derive.
Empirically, Driver et al. (2007) argue that Bell & de Jong (2001)
masses are fine up to i ≤ 60◦, but underestimated towards edge-on,
by up to 
log M ≈ 0.2 or 0.4 dex for discs and bulges, respectively,
based on their fig. 13. Maller et al. (2009) compare mass histograms
of face-on and edge-on galaxies and find that Bell & de Jong (2001)
masses are the least biased among a choice of three varieties; while
they tend to be slightly underestimated for edge-on galaxies, the
difference in their histograms is well below 0.1 dex.

Our first attempt to estimate mass biases at high inclination uses
cumulative stellar-mass histograms of sub-samples in bins of incli-
nation. For a randomly oriented sample of galaxies, these histograms
should be similar if there is no inclination bias in the mass determi-
nation. Fig. 2 shows mass histograms of our lower mass sample and
of the full IR-detected galaxy sample that we expect to radiate ap-
proximately isotropically; for the full IR-sample we drop the mass
cut that makes the higher mass sample so we can see if we lose
objects due to underestimated mass. We combine inclinations up to
∼71◦ or log a/b < 0.5 into a single bin (solid line) after not finding

trends when sub-dividing into further bins. There is a clear signature
that galaxies at log a/b > 0.7 (i � 80◦) have underestimated masses,
while in the range of log a/b = [0.6, 0.7] the situation is less clear.
We proceed with two versions of the sample, one with inclinations
limited to log a/b < 0.6 and one without limits. The limit reduces
the higher mass sample from 74 to 67 galaxies, and the lower mass
sample from 172 to 149 galaxies.

It is also possible to search for inclination biases by including
in our analysis a passband in which we expect galaxies to radi-
ate isotropically. Any inclination bias in determining M∗/LV would
manifest with full strength as an inclination trend in the M∗/Lband

ratio of such a passband. Here, we use the far-infrared 24μ band,
as we expect the dust emission from the galaxy disc to be optically
thin and intrinsically isotropic.

Finally, with 24μ emission likely to be optically thin or not
extinguished, we consider trends in UV-to-IR and Hα-to-IR ratios
to eliminate mass biases entirely from the inclination trends, and
get the most reliable trends in UV- and Hα-extinction, but only for
the high-mass sample.

Several methods for estimating SFR assume a linear dependence
on a passband luminosity, although there are non-linear SFR cali-
brations (e.g. Calzetti et al. 2007; Davies et al. 2016; Brown et al.
2017). Linear calibrations have been proposed for all three pass-
bands used in this paper (for reviews, see Kennicutt & Evans 2012;
Calzetti 2013). For linear estimators, the mass-to-light ratio is pro-
portional to inverse specific SFR. Hence, the ordinate axes in Figs 3
–5 could be labelled with SSFR−1

band instead of M∗/Lband. We use the
latter as it makes no assumption on the SFR calibration. In either
case, any trend of M∗/Lband ratio with inclination causes an equally
strong trend in SFR estimates with inclination. Our findings could
thus be used to correct SFR estimates from these passbands, where
galaxy inclination is known, which could help to tighten relation-
ships between SFR and other galaxy parameters.

Assuming the SFR calibrations previously used by Bell et al.
(2005), Gray et al. (2009), and Rodı́guez del Pino et al. (2017),
our sample has detection limits of (SFRUV, SFRHα, SFR24μ) =
(0.013, 0.010, 0.140)M�yr−1 and 90 per cent-completeness lim-
its of (0.020, 0.023, 0.25)M�yr−1, although Hα limits are higher
for high-mass, low-EW galaxies.
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Figure 3. Trends of mass-to-light ratio with galaxy stellar mass in three bands: UV 280 nm continuum (left), Hα-emission line (centre), and IR 24μ (right).
Dark symbols represent the IR-complete high-mass sample with log M∗/M� = [9.75, 11.25] and log LIR/L�,bol > 9.16, which corresponds roughly to SFR
>0.14 M� yr−1; light symbols represent the Hα- and UV-complete low-mass sample with log M∗/M� = [8.75, 9.75]. Lines are regression fits to the combined
samples (solid) and higher-mass-only samples (dashed).

Figure 4. Trends of mass-to-light ratio with galaxy inclination in the high-mass sample of log M∗/M� > 9.75 and log LIR/L�,bol > 9.16, after removing
the mass trend: significant trends are seen in UV 280 nm continuum (left) and Hα-emission line (centre), but not in IR (right). Dark symbols and fits are
inclination-restricted, while light symbols are highly inclined galaxies and light fits include all galaxies.

Figure 5. Trends of mass-to-light ratio with galaxy inclination at low mass of log M∗/M� = [8.75, 9.75] after removing a trend with mass, in passbands
UV 280 nm continuum (left) and Hα-emission line (centre), followed by UV-to-Hα ratio (right). No significant trends are found. Dark symbols and fits are
inclination restricted; light symbols are highly inclined galaxies, which are not used in the fit but match its extrapolation.
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Table 1. Slope values β i from linear fits to trends in mass-to-light ratio with
stellar mass. The IR passband is only complete in the higher mass sample.

Higher mass sample Combined sample
Passband β i rms β i rms

UV 280 0.511 ± 0.113 0.34 0.444 ± 0.041 0.33
Hα 0.561 ± 0.122 0.37 0.415 ± 0.045 0.36
IR 24μ 0.309 ± 0.092 0.27

3 R ESULTS

In this section, we investigate the mass-to-light ratio of galaxies in
the passbands UV 280 nm, Hα and IR 24μ as a function of mass
and inclination. The M∗/Lband ratios depend not only on inclination,
but also on two further parameters, which add scatter to any trends
with inclination:

(i) There is a pronounced trend of M∗/Lband ratio with stellar mass
of the galaxy. The mean colour and mean M∗/Lband ratio of star-
forming galaxies is a function of stellar mass as a consequence of a
mass trend in mean stellar age and specific SFR (the so-called star-
forming main sequence, e.g Noeske et al. 2007; Schiminovich et al.
2007; Wuyts et al. 2011). In addition, the mean dust column density
of a galaxy may be a function of mass, which Masters et al. (2010)
have actually measured. In the following, we make no assumption
on the relative importance of stellar population versus dust factors
for the trend, but return to this point in Section 4. Hence, we first
determine trends with mass and then try to control for them when
investigating the inclination dependence of M∗/Lband ratio residuals
relative to the mean at a given mass.

(ii) The M∗/Lband ratio also depends on the specific SFR of an
individual galaxy, i.e. its deviation from the star-forming main se-
quence, which adds further scatter to M∗/Lband ratios in a galaxy
sample. We will later suppress this source of scatter by investi-
gating per-galaxy light-to-light ratios (a.k.a. colours) from pairs of
passbands; these have no dependence on the SFR itself, if the two
passbands are both linear predictors of SFR; in this case, they con-
vey instead only how light in different bandpasses is extinguished
to a different degree depending on the inclination.

We remind the reader here that optical continuum passbands such
as ugriz are not linear predictors of SFR, while the three passbands
studied by us have all been used as linear SFR predictors before,
despite certain limitations.

Overall, we model the observed M∗/Lband ratios in each passband
i as a linear relationship of the form

log M∗/Li = αi + βi log M∗/M� + γi log a/b. (2)

We will obtain linear fits to observed passband luminosity ratios,
log Li/Lj, with the same parametrization, where β i/j quantifies the
mass dependence and γ i/j the inclination dependence.

3.1 Mass dependence in mass-to-light ratios

First, we investigate trends in the mass-to-light ratio versus stellar
mass for our three passbands (see Fig. 3) and in this case choose to
eliminate high-inclination objects with log a/b > 0.6 or i � 75◦. In
UV and Hα, we have two samples available for lower and higher
masses, which we consider both independently and in combination,
while the IR has only the higher mass sample. We obtain linear
regression fits and list the resulting slopes in Table 1. Using only
a partial mass range leads to weaker constraints due to reduced

leverage and makes the fits more influenced by outliers near the
ends of the mass range.

Using the largest possible sample in each case, we find slopes
of (βUV, βHα , β IR) = (0.444, 0.415, 0.309) and 1σ uncertainties of
0.041, 0.045 and 0.092, respectively. Using only the higher mass
sample nearly triples the uncertainty in UV and Hα to ∼0.12 while
making the slopes steeper. However, in Fig. 3 we note six galaxies
with relatively high M∗/Lband ratio at the highest masses, which
increase the slope estimates in the higher-mass-only fit. At these
high masses the star-forming main sequence is sparsely populated,
and these galaxies are instead probably already transitioning to the
red sequence; hence, we prefer the combined fit. The purpose of
this regression fit is to take out most of the nuisance variation in
M∗/L caused by mass in order to make the inclination study more
sensitive. Hence, uncertainties in the slope β won’t appear as biases
in the inclination study but only as a sub-dominant source of noise.

3.2 Inclination dependence in mass-to-light ratios

Next we determine trends of mass-to-light ratio with inclination
in our three passbands, after removing the mass dependence by
subtracting β i × (log M∗/M� − 10). We obtain linear regression
fits and list the slopes in Table 2.

In the higher mass sample we find a strong trend in UV with
γ UV ≈ 0.73 and a significant trend in Hα with γ Hα ≈ 0.57 (see
Fig. 4). When we include high-inclination galaxies, the slope de-
clines by about 10–15per cent due to the underestimated masses of
the added galaxies. In the IR continuum band we still find a slope of
∼0.3 at 1.5σ significance, which disappears when including high-
inclination galaxies.

At first sight, the absence of a significant trend in the IR band is
reassuring, since we claimed this to be radiating optically thin and
isotropically, such that any inclination trend should be reflecting bi-
ases in determining the stellar masses as opposed to intrinsic galaxy
properties. We already know that the masses of high-inclination
galaxies are underestimated, suggesting that better mass estimates
might reveal a positive trend in the M∗/LIR ratio at >2σ significance.
This is a hint that either the 24μ-emission underlying our LIR mea-
surement is not isotropic but slightly optically thick and reduced,
when a galaxy is viewed edge-on, or that stellar masses are biased
such that they get overestimated with inclination at log a/b < 0.6,
which corresponds to an axis ratio of 4:1 or a viewing angle of ∼75◦

for a thin disc.
In the lower mass sample we find best-fitting slopes of ∼0.1 with

uncertainties larger than that, in both UV and Hα (see Fig. 5). The
formal slopes have signs in the expected direction with extinction
slightly increasing with inclination, but the effects are weak and
statistically insignificant. The low-mass sample ranges from ap-
proximately the mass of the Small Magellanic Cloud to that of the
Large Magellanic Cloud, two satellites to the Milky Way; galaxies
of that mass have irregular shapes and unreliable inclination values,
but low-mass galaxies appearing with large axis ratios will still be
mostly highly inclined and not intrinsically elongated, and so we
conclude that there is no evidence for significant dust column den-
sities in galaxies of log M∗/M� = [8.75, 9.75] that would affect
their luminosity or measured SFR as a function of inclination.

3.3 Extinction changes from face-on to edge-on orientation

We could now directly estimate how much dust extinction changes
from face-on to edge-on geometry in the UV- and Hα-passbands,
but we still intend to refine the fits and remove a potential bias in
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Table 2. Slope values γ i of trends in mass-to-light ratio with inclination: linear fits are obtained for a sample with
log a/b < 0.6 and a sample without limits. The IR is only available for the higher mass sample.

Higher mass sample
log a/b < 0.6 All inclinations

Passband γ i rms γ i rms

UV 280 0.729 ± 0.229 0.32 0.632 ± 0.180 0.32
Hα 0.568 ± 0.258 0.36 0.503 ± 0.204 0.36
IR 24μ 0.313 ± 0.194 0.27 0.119 ± 0.160 0.28

Low-mass sample
log a/b < 0.6 All inclinations

Passband γ i rms γ i rms

UV 280 0.101 ± 0.171 0.32 0.070 ± 0.115 0.31
Hα 0.131 ± 0.188 0.35 0.036 ± 0.126 0.34

the M∗/LV estimates. The trend with inclination in M∗/LIR is less
than 2σ significant, but it is still justified to eliminate this slope, and
indeed the scatter introduced by the second nuisance parameter, the
SFR, by considering per-galaxy light-to-light ratios from a pair of
passbands. Assuming that, at a given stellar mass, the IR-luminosity
is a reliable measure of SFR, then the ratio of IR-to-UV or IR-to-
Hα luminosity reflects the UV- and Hα-specific extinction levels per
galaxy. These ratios may have different normalizations at different
stellar mass of a galaxy, but such trends will only increase scatter
when plotted against inclination and not bias any trends. Here, we
use the whole range of inclinations as the underestimation of stellar
masses at high inclinations has no influence.

The results are shown in Fig. 6 and listed in Table 3. The slopes of
the light-to-light ratios in a pair are consistent with the differences
of the slopes in the two M∗/Lband ratios involved, as is of course
expected. So, there is a noticeable trend with inclination in the IR-
to-Hα ratio and a clear trend in the IR-to-UV ratio, a variant of
which is also known as IRX or infrared excess (Meurer, Heckman
& Calzetti 1999; Grasha et al. 2013). The uncertainties and scatter
are smaller than those of the M∗/L trends themselves. In particular,
we see from the UV-to-Hα ratio that these two bandpasses are
strongly correlated on a per-galaxy basis, constraining the trend to
γ UV/Hα ≈ −0.124 with a small error of ∼0.08 dex. As expected, the
lower mass sample shows no noticeable trend in the UV-to-Hα ratio,
with a formal slope estimate of γ UV/Hα, lowM = −0.037 ± 0.066 (see
also right-hand panel in Fig. 5).

If the low-significance M∗/LIR trend with inclination in the IR is
introduced by an inclination bias affecting the mass-to-light ratio
from optical broad-band photometry, then we can now determine
how much the dust column density increases in the UV and Hα

passbands as an average disc galaxy turns from face-on to edge-on
orientation. We take the inclination range from face-on to edge-on
to be given by 
log a/b = 0.8 and use the slopes γ IR/UV and γ IR/Hα to
determine the extra factor of UV- and Hα-light that is extinguished
by the edge-on line of sight. In units of magnitudes, the additional
extinction is then


0.8Aband = 2.5 × 0.8 × γIR/band (3)


0.8AUV = 0.97 ± 0.35 (4)


0.8AHα = 0.72 ± 0.35. (5)

Assuming a Fitzpatrick (1999) extinction law with RV = 3.1, we
find RUV = 6.02 and RHα = 2.36 and derive the additional reddening
due to inclination to be 
0.8E(B − V)UVstars = 0.16 ± 0.06 for
the UV-emitting stars and 
0.8E(B − V)Hαgas = 0.3 ± 0.15 for

the Hα-emitting gas regions. This means that we find the diffuse
dust column shielding Hα-emitting gas to be twice as large as
that shielding the UV-emitting stellar population. While the large
errors on the IR-ratio trends suggest a low significance, the better
determined trend of the UV-to-Hα ratio reduces the error on the

0.8E(B − V) difference between the two populations to 0.07 and
makes it a 2σ difference.

These numbers do not represent the full extinction acting on
UV-emitting stars and Hα-emitting gas, because they do not in-
clude the face-on part of extinction. It is assumed that especially
the Hα-emitting gas regions are embedded in clumpy dense local
dust clouds (Kennicutt 1983; Tuffs et al. 2004), which could well be
locally isotropic on average. We assume that the inclination depen-
dence stems from a diffuse dust component in the galaxy disc and
that only this component leads to deeper optical depth from longer
lines of sight when a galaxy is inclined.

4 D ISCUSSION

4.1 Stellar-mass estimates

A study of inclination effects based on mass-to-light ratios depends
crucially on their freedom from inclination biases. The literature
contains conflicting statements on the reliability of mass-to-light
ratios from Bell & de Jong (2001): Maller et al. (2009) consider
their masses to be the least biased among a choice of three alterna-
tives, and describe them as essentially unbiased even at the highest
inclinations; in contrast, Driver et al. (2007) consider them to be
unbiased at i < 60◦, but find them to be biased at higher inclinations.
Our results appear in between, as we find these masses acceptable
up to log a/b = 0.6, which is i > 75◦, or indeed i ≈ 80◦ for an
intrinsic thickness of q = 0.18. At higher inclinations, all the way
to the edge-on case at i = 90◦, we find an underestimation of the
mass by potentially up to a factor of ∼2.

This underestimation can be explained by attenuation levels that
increase faster than the reddening at the highest inclinations, such
that the declining apparent brightness of the galaxy is not sufficiently
compensated by an increased mass-to-light ratio. Xilouris et al.
(1999) noted that dust discs have larger scale lengths than stellar
discs in galaxies and may extend beyond the edges of the visible
stellar discs; if that was the case, such dust would not contribute
while inclination changes from face-on to i � 80◦, but its effect,
although presumably weak, could kick in edge-on, when it is moved
into the lines of sight to the thick disc of a galaxy.
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Figure 6. Trends of band-to-band ratio with galaxy inclination: ratio of UV continuum to Hα-line emission (left), IR to UV continuum (a.k.a. IRX, centre),
and of IR to Hα-line emission (right). Ratios per galaxy reduce scatter from the variety in SFR among galaxies and show more robust trends by revealing
extinction levels per galaxy. In particular, the UV continuum and Hα-line emission are well-correlated and reveal a modest trend.

Table 3. Slope values γ i/j of inclination trends in band-to-band light ratios: linear fits are obtained for a sample without
inclination limits. The IR is only available for the higher mass sample.

Higher mass sample Low-mass sample
Passband γ i/j rms γ i/j rms

IR/UV +0.485 ± 0.176 0.31
IR/Hα +0.361 ± 0.174 0.31
UV/Hα −0.124 ± 0.087 0.15 −0.037 ± 0.066 0.18

4.2 Attenuation of stellar continuum and line-emitting gas

Our measurement for the attenuation of the UV stellar continuum
at 280 nm from face-on to edge-on can be best compared with the
results in the SDSS u-band by Masters et al. (2010) and in the
GALEX FUV-band by Leslie et al. (2018): Masters et al. (2010)
found an extinction contribution going from face-on to edge-on
of 
Au = 0.7 in the SDSS u-band. Our value of 
A280 = 0.97
translates into 
Au = 0.68, if we assume a Milky Way extinction
law with RV = 3.1. We note that Masters et al. (2010) find an
attenuation curve, going from 
Au = 0.7 to 
Ai = 0.4, that is
greyer than a Milky Way extinction law, but still consistent with

A280 ≈ 1 within the errors. The results are equally compatible
with the slope measurements for the SDSS u-band by Devour & Bell
(2016). Leslie et al. (2018) find γ FUV = 0.79 ± 0.09 with a different
parametrization of inclination, suggesting 
AFUV = 1.97 ± 0.2,
where we would expect 
AFUV = 1.29 ± 0.45 if we assume a
Fitzpatrick (1999) attenuation curve with RFUV = 8.02.

In contrast, our results are incompatible with the trends suggested
by Maller et al. (2009). On this matter, Devour & Bell (2016) present
an excellent discussion suggesting that all our studies are consistent
in terms of data, but lead to inconsistencies due to the analysis, and
we have nothing to add to their assessment.

Our value for the attenuation from face-on to edge-on in Hα

is 
AHα = 0.72. This means that the 280 nm-emitting stars are
attenuated by less diffuse dust than the Balmer line-emitting gas,
most likely with a factor of 
E(B − V)stars ≈ 0.52 × 
E(B − V)Hα ,
but the deviation from equality is only significant at the 2σ level.
We note, that for the overall extinction ratio Calzetti et al. (2000)
report E(B − V)stars = 0.41 × E(B − V)Hα in star-bursting galaxies,
but this combines the diffuse and the clumpy dust and refers to the
population of stars more generally.

In a simplistic two-component model with a thin disc of diffuse
dust and isotropic clumps of thick dust around star-forming regions,
we would naively expect no difference in the 
E(B − V) of stars and
gas caused by inclination, although the face-on E(B − V) values for
the two would be very different. This result is indeed found by Yip
et al. (2010), whose fig. 16 shows no inclination trend in the ratio
of the equivalent width between Hα and Hβ within the errors; this
is consistent with the stellar continuum changing with inclination
by the same attenuation curve as the Balmer emission lines as this
will keep line equivalent widths unchanged.1

Still, a marginally higher extinction for the gas could be plausible
in a mixed gas-dust-star geometry (and would be consistent with
Yip et al. 2010), where more stars than gas are seen with low or
no attenuation; this would be the case, if either gas is in a thinner
disc than the stars and some stars are above the dusty volume
and thus less attenuated. An alternative explanation stems from the
nature of our cluster sample, which includes some galaxies with
more centrally concentrated star formation than is typical in field
samples. The loss of star formation in the outer parts of the discs
might have gone hand in hand with a loss of gas and dust, such
that the outer stellar discs in our galaxies are actually seen with

1Note, that the discussion in Yip et al. (2010) is misled by a confusion of
line fluxes and equivalent widths in their equation 10 for the optical depth;
consequently their fig. 18 is mislabelled on the y-axis as τ is not really an
optical depth, and the diagonal line for the model of dust optical depth being
identical for stars and gas should be a horizontal line for their chosen y-axis
instead, which would also match their data beautifully. As a consequence,
the authors fail to acknowledge that they actually measure a consistent trend
in the attenuation of stars and gas with inclination.
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lower-than-typical attenuation that is mixed into our integral values
representing galaxies as a whole.

Inclination trends in the attenuation of the line-emitting gas have
also been measured by Battisti et al. (2017), who find a mild inclina-
tion trend in Balmer decrement, but they consider mostly low-mass
galaxies (log M∗/M� < 10), and study only the central regions of
galaxies through fibre spectra. Interpreting and comparing their re-
sults are challenged by the fact that the dust line of sight in fibre
spectra increases with inclination not only by 1/(cosi), but by more
as the fibre footprint on the galaxy becomes elliptical and finally
cylindrical within the galaxy plane once an edge-on view is reached:
thus face-on only the dust within the fibre aperture contributes, while
towards edge-on a whole cylinder across the full diameter of the
galaxy moves into the fibre aperture.

4.3 Trends in far-infrared emission

In this paper we use the far-infrared luminosity as a reference mea-
surement that we expect to be minimally affected by inclination. We
find indeed no significant trend in the M∗/LIR ratio with inclination.
The same is found by Leslie et al. (2018), who studied WISE W4
data for low-redshift field galaxies in the SDSS.

Due to the restricted dynamic range in mass we find only a weak
trend of the M∗/LIR ratio with mass, which is furthermore dominated
by a few massive galaxies that have high ratios above trend in
all passbands we consider. These are likely to have their masses
of log M∗/M� ≈ 11 estimated correctly, while having unusually
low luminosities in the star formation indicators because they have
moved off the star-forming main sequence already.

Masters et al. (2010) and Devour & Bell (2016) have used a
much larger parent sample, which allowed a careful analysis of the
highest-mass end of the disc galaxy distribution at log M∗/M� ≈ 11.
They found that the declining star formation is accompanied also
by a declining dust density, although this is inferred from the visual
extinction and not the infrared emission. The reason is most likely
that dust gets produced in the context of star formation, but it also
gets destroyed rapidly afterwards and disappears with time if not
replenished by sufficient star formation. However, discussions of
the life of dust are beyond the scope of this paper.

According to Calzetti et al. (2007) and Calzetti (2013) a very
good star formation indicator is the sum of star formation seen in
Hα and 24μ, as it captures both unobscured star formation and
dust-reprocessed light from obscured star formation. In the context
of our inclination study, we note that such an indicator still shows an
inclination trend, as the isotropically emitting 24μ band is combined
with the inclination-dependent Hα. While the combined indicator
is intended to be a best-case estimate in an ensemble average, it will
of course still overestimate individual SFRs in face-on galaxies and
underestimate them at high inclination.

4.4 Trends of dust extinction with mass

Brinchmann et al. (2004) and Garn & Best (2010) measured the
mass-dependence of Hα extinction for SDSS galaxies. Unfortu-
nately, we are not able to measure trends with mass independently,
e.g. using our 24μ data, because the luminosity at 24μ depends not
only on SFR but also on mass itself, as evidenced by non-linear cal-
ibrations for SFR as a function of 24μ luminosity; this non-linearity
has been studied in great detail and probably results from a mass de-
pendence of metallicity and dust-star geometry (e.g. Calzetti et al.
2007; Davies et al. 2016; Brown et al. 2017). If we use a mean
calibration from Brown et al. (2017) to convert 24μ luminosity into

predicted dust-corrected Hα-luminosity, and derive extinction by
comparison with the observed Hα-luminosity, then we find results
compatible with those of Brinchmann et al. (2004) and marginally
lower than Garn & Best (2010), but the uncertainties are too large
to be conclusive.

4.5 Impact of the galaxy cluster on the results

A valid question is, whether the results we find for our sample
of cluster galaxies resembles properties of field galaxies or not.
Tully et al. (1998) have used cluster samples before, but their disc
galaxies from the relatively low-density Ursa Major and Pisces
Clusters are expected to be similar to field spirals. The properties
of Abell 901/2, our cluster, are more similar to those of the Virgo
Cluster than Ursa Major and Pisces; indeed, Bösch et al. (2013)
found that in A901/2 many of the red spirals in particular have
more centrally concentrated and more asymmetric emission-line
discs than field spirals. Differences in the radial distribution of
young stars, compared to field spirals, propagate into differences
in the integrated effect of dust and inclination on star formation
indicators. Our sample contains roughly half-and-half galaxies that
are inside and outside of the projected virial radius of the four sub-
clusters in the Abell 901/2 system (see e.g. Heymans et al. 2008;
Weinzirl et al. 2017), but projection effects alone will wash out clear
signatures.

Qualitatively, we expect that ram-pressure stripping or thermal
evaporation could have removed some gas and dust from the outer
discs of galaxies, especially those that are now seen as less star-
forming as a consequence. This effect has been shown to be present
in A901/2 by Bösch et al. (2013), and the affected galaxies would
now show less average extinction on their stellar population. How
the persisting, more centrally located star-forming regions are ex-
tinguished in comparison to normal galaxies is not obvious. Central
attenuation in normal galaxies is known to be higher than atten-
uation in outer discs, but ram pressure could have changed the
dust-star geometry and models are not refined enough to reliably
investigate populations of transitioning galaxies that are not in a
known equilibrium configuration.

5 SU M M A RY

We have studied the effect of inclination on the apparent brightness
of normally star-forming galaxies in three spectral passbands com-
monly used as star formation indicators. As diagnostics we used
mass-to-light ratios in the passbands: UV continuum at 280 nm, the
Hα emission line, and the far-infrared continuum in the Spitzer 24μ

band. Our data set is modest in size, with a few hundred galaxies,
but novel in its quality: compared to the SDSS, the imaging data
are extremely deep in surface-brightness sensitivity, and inclination
is measured from the outer disc contours in deep, high-resolution
images observed with the Hubble Space Telescope. Crucially, the
Hα emission line is measured via tunable-filter imaging and en-
compasses galaxies in their entirety, as opposed to fibre spectra
that obtain only central measurements at low redshift. The sample
should have no selection biases, except that edge-on galaxies with
low star formation are underrepresented because of the requirements
for Hα-detection.

Our sample is drawn from a volume centred on a few galaxy
clusters, and hence the properties of some galaxies might be affected
by the cluster evolution. Differences between these galaxies and
field samples are difficult to quantify, but the most likely difference
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is that our sample includes galaxies with reduced star formation in
their outer discs.

We split our sample into a low-mass bin at log M∗/M� = [8.75,
9.75], which is only complete in UV and Hα detections, and a high-
mass bin at log M∗/M� > 9.75 that is complete in all three bands
for LIR/L� � 9.4. We find no indication of significant biases in
the stellar masses at inclinations up to i � 80◦, except for edge-on
galaxies in the higher mass bin of log M∗/M� > 9.75, which appear
underestimated; hence, we ignore this inclination range where mass
enters the analysis.

In the higher mass sample we find clear inclination trends of the
mass-to-light ratio in the UV continuum from young stars and the
Hα emission line from ionized gas regions, suggesting the presence
of diffuse dust in the galaxy discs, which leads to increasing optical
depths with increasing inclination. We estimate a dimming of the
average massive disc galaxy from face-on to edge-on by ∼1 mag in
the 280 nm passband and ∼0.7 mag in Hα. This implies that SFRs
measured in UV 280 and Hα would be underestimated in nearly
edge-on galaxies by a factor of 2.5 and 2, respectively. We find no
trend in the IR continuum, suggesting that dust emission is largely
optically thin and isotropic in our sample.

We find a marginal possibility that stars emitting UV continuum
at 280 nm may be seen through lower optical depth in diffuse
dust than Hα-emitting gas, but the significance is only 2σ . This
finding is irrespective of differences in mean or face-on extinction
of the two populations. While it is well-known that Hα-emitting
gas is typically more obscured than stars, our paper concerns only
dust effects that manifest themselves with changing inclination, and
hence describe the diffuse dust in a two-component model that also
includes high-opacity dust clumps around star-forming regions.

The low-mass sample shows no measurable dependence in the
brightness of a galaxy on inclination, which is consistent with the
view that normally star-forming galaxies with <5 billion solar
masses have typically low column densities in diffuse dust, such
that they are mostly optically thin. They may still have clumpy dust
at high column density associated with their star-forming regions,
but such dust is expected to have a more locally isotropic distribu-
tion, which does not lead to inclination-dependent effects and thus
cannot be measured with the approach in this paper.

In a forthcoming paper, we will study trends in the total extinc-
tion of Balmer lines in the Abell 901/2 sample, using data from the
PAnoramic Paschen-Alpha Survey (PAPAS; Wolf et al., in prepa-
ration). That work will use the ratio of the Hα and the Paschen-α
line, and thus measure total extinction and its dependence on mass,
inclination and SFR.
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